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The conventional Gaussian type orbitals (GTO's) were generalized to have a regular form which is similar to the conventional 

Slater type orbitals (STO's). They were also orthogonalized and orthonormalized to have the same number of radial nodes 

that the hydrogenic orbitals have.

Introduction

Gaussian functions of the type of the next Eq.(l) and their 

linear combinations were first proposed by S.F. Boys as basis 

set orbitals in the calculation of ab-initio m이ecular orbitals.13

exp 匕재(0, ⑴

where Y,，찌(麻) are spherical harmonics, and a>0,P is integral, 

equal to or greater than 1, and is restricted to odd values for 

odd I, even values for even /. The virtue of these functions 

is the relatively simple closed analytic expression for the two- 

electron integrals in the three and four-centers cases, as well 

as for one and two-centers.

The Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO's) described in Eq.(l) do 

not contain same radial nodes that hydrogenic orbitals have. 

Therefore, author transformed Eq.(l) into the following form;

(2)

where Nr is the normalizing constant and ntl, and m stand for 

the usual quantum number. Normalizing Eq.(2) leads to the 

following equation.

1 t
gntm (r) =(YYT一一G一讥)4 rn-ie-ar2 (3) 

(2n-1)

where g”허(r) stand for the radial GTO's.

The combination of Eq.(3) and the real spherical harmonics,

Y潔(。,帆 yields equation (4)

g，5, 8,摂=(2n+,/l-3-5•-(2n- 1))告((2a)"叫當)去

产七5丫辭"，梢 (4)

where 6 denotes zero, cosine and sine combination which the 

complex spherical harmonics are transformed into the real 

spherical harmonics according to its value zero, 1 and -I.4

Eq.(4) is called to the generalized GTO's. The 匕 0,©)have

the similar form with the Slater type orbitals (STO's) and are 

different only in the normalization constant and exponential 

term. Gnimd do not have the radial nodes for the 

hydrogenic functions like STO's.*

Accordingly, author orthogonalize and normalize the 

허d(广。,©) as follows; one can consider atom as a vector space 

and its atomic orbitals (AO's) as the component vector in its 

vector space.6 Putting gk equal to 或城化。0) in Eq.(4), we may 

obtain the next equation by using the Schmidt's orthorgonaliz- 

ing process for vectors.4-7
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where g* are the orthogonalized GTO,舞如(乙 0/) and (g3g&) 

denotes the dot product, overlap integral between g* and gk-

Then, these can be normalized as follows;8

(航/g?) (6)

where gF denotes orthonormalized GTO, g爲臨(崩，步

Results and Discussion

The result calculated from Eq.(4) was listed in Table 1.

Comparing g서커(成，), in Table 1 with the conventional STO's
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Table 1. 1Caussian type orbitals(9”*(「,0仲)) Tabk! 1. Continued

n 1 m S designation function n ] m 8 designation function

1 0 0 0 Is (1/3”件((2a)'/，r)+e-”‘ 4 2 ±1 1 4d* (2/63^-) ((SaJ1/) ^rse-ffrIsin (2& ) cos <f>

2 0 0 0 2s (2/153切(2a)")*r Z 4 2 ±1 ~ 1 4dyz (2/637r)*((2u)'/7r)‘소허”sin(20) cos0

2 1 0 0 2p, (2/義件((2u)&)奇r e-°rIcos 4 2 ±2 1 4dxi^y2 (2/63^* ((2u )七/兀)斗r'e~허，si】* cos (2©)

2 1 ±1 1 2px (2/5招去((24)/r)*r e「a"sin8 co” 4 2 ±2 — 1 4d* (2/637r) 去 ((2a )9/n) 4 r'e」허"sin'H sin(20)

2 1 ±1

3 0 0

-1 2p, (2/57r)~*((2C/7r)*r e~artsin8 sin^

0 3s (4/1052 去((2a)&)hE-"
4 3 0 0 4* (1/1352去((2u )'/"十漬""(5cqs幣-

3cos5)

3 1 0

3 1 ±1

0 3pz (4/357r)*((2a)'/7r)*r%T侦％。打

-1 3px (4/357r)*((2a)'/7r)*r'e-허%n。co”
4 3 ±1 1 4J， (1/18&)去((2a)'/，r) + r'e-"

(5cos3- 1) sin5 cos©

3 1 ±1

3 2 0

1 3p> (4/357r)*((2a)'/7r)*r'e-허%n。sin。

0 3 妇 (1/2侦)去 ((2a)'/"소r'e-"(3cos“ — l)
4 3 ±1 -1 4 &事 (1/1802 (2a 尸/“ 头宀一”

(5cos25 一 1) sin。sin0

3 2 ±1

3 2 ±1

1 3d„ (l/7，r)±((2a)7，r)*r'e-"'sin(20)cosS

-1 3d„ (l/7，r) + ((2a)7，r)+r'eT"sin(20) sin©
4 3 ±2 1 4f"_,旳(1/182* ((2a)9/7r)*rU"'

sir^Hcos ff (cos'© - sinJ0)

3 2 ±2

3 2 ±2

1 3d4* (l/7，r)士((2a)7，r)+『e-"sin\9 cosS)

-1 3危 (l/7，r) + ((2a)7，r)*r'eT"sinB sin(28)

4 3 ±2 —1 4 fxyx (1/1") * ((2a ),/n:)^r3e~artsintff cos ff

sin。cos0

4 0 0

4 1 0

0 4s (8/94时件((2a )/r)*r'e-하'

0 4s (8/315尤)妇(2a)")*r'e-하'co 崩

4 3 ±3 1 43 (1/108?r)^ ((2a),/^)^r3e~arlsin30 cos0

(cos% -3sin20)

4 1 ±1

4 1 ±1

1 4Pz (8/315Q* f (2a )'/"호r%-허'sin。cos。

-1 4p, (8/315ff)^"((2c )7ff)^rse-aTlsin^ sin0
4 3 ±3 — 1 4侦 (1/10膈)去 ((2a )%)*r'e-허*sin'。sin0

(sin% -3cos*S)

4 2 0 0 4d/ (2/189，r件((2a)") + r，e-"(3cos\9-l) 5 0 0 0 5s (1/65飯•件((2M”/Q少r'e-"

Table 2. Orthogonalized Gaussian type orbitals (g，꺼打,0,“)

n 1 m S designation function

1 0 0 0
Is (1/赢件((2a)/r)*Z

2 0 0 0
2s (2/15，r)*((2a)/r)*(r-Vl/2，ra)e-s”

2 1 0 0 2丄 (2/5招卷((2a),/，r)*r Zcos。

2 1 ±1 1 2px (2/5左)蚤 ((2a)5/Q*r "하%inScos©

2 1 ±1 -1 2p> (2/5p* ((2u)5/”)*r e~허‘Lin。sin©

3 0 0 0 3s (4/105 人，)* ((2 a)'/兀)4 ((r2 - (1/兀—2) N、jZa r— (?r- 4) /4cr (朮―2)) *e~ar2

3 1 0 0 3丄 (4/35”)务((2a) ’〃r) +r (r-頌注袞)e-”％os 8

3 1 ±1 1 3px (4/35^)* ((2a)7^-)(r- V 2/na ) e-ar2sin0 cos。

3 1 ±1 -1 3p：y (4/35尤)* ((2o)'/7r)*r(r-V2爲a )厂。以洲0 sin。

3 2 0 0
3dz2 (1/2侦)专((2a)7，r)*r‘ ((3cos¥ - M/2) - 1))必亦

3 2 ±1 1 3M
(l/7^)+((2a)7^)^r2e-ar2 sin (2,9)008(6

3 2 ±1 -1 3d»z
(1/&)蚤 ((爲)7시~초3~하2血(2。) sin©

3 2 ±2 1 3dj[2_ y2 （1/7几）去（（2。）'/兀）*「七*%血由 cos （2。）

3 2 ±2 -1 3山2，
(l/7，r)会((2a)7，r)务 r'er"sin 飛 sin (2(6)

4 0 0 0 4s
(8/945^)^((2a)7^)^((r3-l/V2^7(4cos2e + 12)r2- (28/a)r- (l/4a "

4 1 0 0 4丄
(8/315 龙) 去 ((2a)9/^)"^r ((rz- (1/3/r 一 8)V 臨비 a r- (9zr-32/4a (3兀 一8))) e-ar2cos Q

4 1 ±1 1 4px
(8/315시* ((2a)9/7r)~^~r ((r2- (1/3l8) V2兀/a r- (9斤 一32/4。(3兀 一8))) e-ar2sin^ cos。

4 1 ±1 -1 4队
(8/315，r)卷((2a)“/，r)斗 r((r‘- (l/3，r-8)V公石 r- (9，r - 32/4a (3，r-8))) e-w'sin。sin。

4 2 0 0 4dz2 (2/189兀)告((2a)*)斗r，((r- (4/3) V2石舟'))e(3 cos为-1)

4 2 ±1 1 4dxz
(2/63”)*((2a)'/，r)*r”(r- (4/3) V27姦))厂“前(2。)cos©

4 2 ±1 -1 4d，，z
(2/63，r)会((2a)/r)会 r'((r- (4/3) V2&Z))广萨孙(26，)sin©

4 2 ±2 1 4dX2_y2
（2/6膈）卷（（2"7”）*宀（1一（4/3）W姦））e-a*sin" cos （2（6）

4 2 ±2 -1 4dxy (2/63K)3((2a)'/;r)±r2((r- (4/3) ) e^sin^ sin(2。)
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Table 2. Continued

n 1 m 8 function designation

4 3 0 0 4fzS (1/135;r件((2q)"*r' (5cos'。- 15/4) ecos6

4 3 ±1 1 4心
(1/180Q* ((2a),/^)~^r3 (5cos2^ -5/4) "허"sin涉 cos©

4 3 ±1 -1 4膈 (1/180兀)一* ((2a )9/^)^r3 (5cos호。-5/4)"허“sin。sin©

4 3 ±2 1 4 氐（工2_»2） (1/18^-) ((2tt) 9/^)^~r3e-orasin2^ cos & (cos 勺一 sin%)

4 3 土 2 -1 4氐3性
(1/18Q* ((2cr )*/7r)^~r3e_or2sinz^ cos。sin© cos©

4 3 ±3 1 4f왜
(1/1082* ((2a)°/7r)+r'eT”"sin¥ cos^ (cos勺-3sin2^)

4 3 ±3 -1 4侦
(1/108 시去 ((爲 )七&) 士r，ef，'sinT sin。(sin2^ -3cos2^)

5 0 0 0 5s
(l/65(br) * ((2a)11/((r4 - 3/5 (3 cos % - 1) V t니 2a r3

-(4/5a)(沁方-1)7+(5/小厂云汤云 r+15/32a))Z

Table 3. Ortho-normalized Gaussian type orbitals (嘛材(n。間))

n 1 m & designation function

1 0 0 0 Is V須 2a/，r)+eT”

2 0 0 0 2s 2(2a/ff-2)^(2^a)^(r-VT7277)e-°rI

2 1 0 0 2r
4 J/，r)去 (2a/，r)+r k허七。“

2 1 ±1 1 2px 4/兀 (a )去(2a/시士r e-ar，sin^ cos^

2 1 ±1 -1 2py 4/〃 (a 件(2a /龙)如sin。sin。

3 0 0 0 3s 4a - 2/，r -3件 (2a /々)~호 ((r‘ 一 (l/ff-2) V jr/2a r- — 4/4a (jt~2) ))e~orI

3 1 0 0 3pz 8a (1/3龙 - 8)去(2a / w)*r (r- V 2/jra)e~ar*cos6

3 1 ±1 1 3px 8a (1/m (3兀 — 8))*(2a /7r)*r (r-V고/溢? )e-ttrlsin^ cos0

3 1 ±1 -1 3p, 8a (1/兀(37【一8))去(2^/紀 4 r(r — V^2/tcq )e-or sin。sin©

3 2 0 0 3d# 16a (1/3龙(2万'一4尤 + 11))去(2b/r)*L ((3cos¥ — Gr/2) — l))e-cr，

3 2 ±1 1 3d„ 8a/，r （1/3）奇 （2々/7「厂虹&헤七北28） cos^

3 2 ±1 -1 3d„ 8a/7r(l/3)*(2a&)+r%E'sin(20) sir"

3 2 ±2 1 3拍_：戸 16a /3ff (2a/7r)*r'e-하'sin'。cos (2©)

3 2 ±2 -1 3d：。 16a /3tt (2a/7r)±r'eT”*sin% sin (2。)

4 0 0 0 4s 8a (u/56a+217上5V^X+578)去(2a/;r)*((r'- (1/V^R) (4cos胡+ 12) r1- (28/a ) r- l/4a V2??)) e-tfr，

4 1 0 0 4pz 8a (2a (3l8)4 (9l28))去 (2a4)*r((r」(1/3l8)V云石 r-(9ff-32)/4a (3花一8))/새海。

4 1 ±1 1 4Pz 8a/ff (2a (3m — 8)/9丸一28))头(2〃招「虹((「」(1/如一8)炫石 r-(9^-32)/4a (3^-8))e'or，sin^ cos0

4 1 ±1 -1 4p> 8 a/龙(2 a (3及 一 8)/9 兀一 28))去(爲/7r)*r ((r‘- (1/3几 一8) V2M石 r- (9^~32)/4a (3n--8) )e~QrIsin^ sin。

4 2 0 0 4（侦 32a (3〃11(4膈-128))头(2a/招士r'((r- (4/3)V刃慕))e^妒(cos^-l)

4 2 ±1 1 4危 16a (3a/t (45刀 - 128))去 (2u/招*【” ((r- (4/3) V 2/7r&) )e~허 sin (2。) cos。

4 2 ±1 -1 4d,z 16a (3a /jt (45 n- — 128) )*" (2a /;r)^r' ((r— (4/3) V2石d ) )e-ffrI sin(2ff) sin©

4 2 ±2 1 4dy 32 a (a/，r (45 无 T28)) 去 (2a/7r)*r'((r-(4/3)‘匝7云))厂허’ sin1^ cos (20)

4 2 ±2 -1 4dxy 32』(a/，r(45龙一 128))去(2a/2소r'((r- (4/3) 1/2茶 ))厂" sin^ sin (20)

4 3 0 0 4* 16a /5 (2a /15) 去 (2a Ar) ■보!“ (5cos^ - 15/4)e「허''cosH

4 3 ±1 1 4fw 64a /15 (a/5，r) 去 (力a /jr)*r‘ (Scos1^ — 5/4) e~허'* sin。cos0

4 3 ±1 -1 4 fyz1 64a /15 (u /5次)去 (2a /几厂호】" (5cos‘8 -5/4)"허”sin。sin。

4 3 ±2 1 4釦 宀:貝）32a/jr （a/15）去（2u/兀 厂匕七一허'sin'。cos。（cos% -sin%）

4 3 ±2 -1 4 fxyx 64a(a/15)올 (2<r/jr)士r'e-허'’sin'。cos^ sin© cos©

4 3 ±3 1 4* 32fl/5 (2如3件 (2〃招~소島~허%/。cos0 (cos1^ 〜 3sin勺)

4 3 ±3 -1 40 32a /5 (2a /3)~^~(2a/7r)~^~r3e^artsini0 sin^ (sin1^ -3cos,^)

5 0 0 0 5s (5/7L-3招去a'(服/2±((r‘一3/5(3cos訪一1)VM72； r3-4/5a (3cos^ - Dr1

+ (5/a )V fr/2a r + 15/32cr') )e*■ 허''
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n시까6(了，。，6,9 we may realize that their type is the same except 

the parts of the normalization constants and exponents and 

they do not have the same radial nodes that the hydrogenic 

wave functions,(r, 6,10 have i.e. they have no radial nodes 

for the orbitals; 2s, 3s, 3p, 4s, 4p, 4d, 5s etc. Therefore, 

they are not a good description of the self-consistent field 

(SCF) method.1112

Author has orthonormalized the conventional STO's.4 But 

their analytic expression for the two-electron integrals in the 

two, three, and four-centers cases are very complex so that 

author has generalized and orthonormalized the conventional 

GTO's by using of Eq.(5) and (6). The orthogonalized GTO 

and orthonormalized GTO are listed in Table 2 and 3, respec

tively.

These GTO's have the same radial nodes and the same 

nodal numbers, n-(l + l) that the hydrogenic orbitals, 

屮宀心,8仲),have. Therefore they are another good represen

tations of the SCF and have very simple analytic expression 

for the integrals mentioned above.

Also two of (尸0©)which are different from each other

only in their quantum numbers, are orthogonal, so that the 

465 overlap integrals between any two orbitals of 31 

with only one different value among m,/,w and 6 go to zero, 

and in the case of 弗꺼d (乙。,'), those integrals have only unit 

or zero value because they are orthonormalized from each 

other by the next equation.

们 S 0, ©))=云預时捞馬官 (7)

where 舊and g乳如/ are located at the same

center in the molecule, and 6nlma represents Kronecker delta.

Eventually, author has generalized the conventional GTO's

which have no regular form for each atomic orbital with legal 

quantum numbers to obtain the g：施」儿仇©) and gS꺼 

which are the closest in the GTO's form to the hydrogenic 

orbitals.

These new GTO's shall be intensively utilized in ab-initio 

MO procedures in the near future because of their regular 

atomic orbital form and simple analytic representation of the 

integrals which must be evaluated in the ab-initio molecular 

orbital calculation. These integrals based on the orthonormaEz- 

ed Gaussian type orbitals,就血化&“ shall have been deter

mined in the series of our following papers.
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Samples with the nominal composition of Co^M^SstM - Nit Rh, Ru, and Fe) were prepared, and their magnetic properties 

were measured. X-ray diffraction analysis showed that small amount of the elements Ni, Rh, and Fe could be incorporated 

into Co9SB forming a homogeneous n-phase, whereas the Ru-incorporated sample could not be prepared in a single phase. 

The lattice parameter was observed to increase as other elements were incorporated into Co9S8. Samples incorporated with 

the elements of Ni, Rh, and Ru showed Pauli-paramagnetism while the Fe-incorporated sample exhibited weak ferromagnetism. 

The values of magnetic susceptibility for the Ni, Rh, Ru-incorporated samples were nearly the same as that of pure Co9S8.

Introduction

The nature of the cobalt present in sulfided cobalt molyb

date catalysts has been the subject of several studies?-3 An 

early study by de Beer et al.4 indicated that the sulfur content 

present in sulfided cobalt molybdate catalysts corresponded 

to the value anticipated for a composition of Co9S8 and MoS2. 

However, since the actual catalysts were amorphous, direct 

evidence for the existence of those phases by the X-ray dif

fraction pattern오 of the catalysts was not found. In fact, if 

Co9S8 is one of the necessary component in hydrodesulfuriza

tion (HDS) catalysts, slight modification of Co9S8 by the 

chemical substitution of cobalt with other elements may result 

in enhancement of the catalytic activities of the catalysts that 

can be caused by the possible changes in the cell size as well 

as in the energy levels of Co9S8.

Following the above implications, we have prepared 

members of the Co-M-S system with a nominal composition


